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Part A (8 points) 

1. WHAT are the reasons for using a view? (2 pts) 

A view can be used to make complex query easy.  

Views can be used to provide data security.  
 

2. Explain the difference between a primary key constraint and a unique constraint. (2 pts) 

A unique key may have null values, while a primary key cannot have. 

A relation may have multiple unique keys, but only one primary key. 
 

3. Steven King's row in the EMPLOYEES table has EMPLOYEE_ID = 100 and SALARY = 24000. 

A user execute the following statements in the order shown:  
UPDATE employees 
SET salary = salary * 2 WHERE employee_id = 100;  
COMMIT;  
UPDATE employees 
SET salary = 30000 WHERE employee_id = 100;  

After these statements, the database system ends abnormally. What is now King's salary in the 

table? (2 pts) 

The change made by the first UPDATE (salary = 48000) is committed (permanently 

saved) by the COMMIT statement. 

Because the database system ends abnormally then a ROLLBACK statement is 

executed and the change made by the second UPDATE is ignored. So the King’s 

salary is 48000.  
 

4. Examine the following statements:  
UPDATE employees SET salary = 15000;  
SAVEPOINT upd1_done;  
UPDATE employees SET salary = 22000;  
SAVEPOINT upd2_done;  
DELETE FROM employees;  

You want to retain all the employees with a salary of 15000; what statement would you execute 

next?  (2 pts) 

To retain the salary of 15000, all modifications treated after the first UPDATE 

must be removed; and the salary=15000 must be committed; then we must execute: 

ROLLBACK TO SAVEPOINT upd1_done;  

COMMIT; 
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Part B (13 points) 

Answer the following questions, which are based on the following schema and the Senior view. 

In the Friends table, both login and friend are the logins of people, each of them is a foreign key 

that references the Person table. 
Person(login, name, sex, relationshipStatus, birthyear) 
Friends(#login, #friend) 
 
create view Senior as 
select distinct name as sname, sex, birthyear 
from Person 
where birthyear < 1952; 

 

5. Explain what the system will do, by writing any necessary queries, to process the following 

query. (3 pts) 

select sname 
from Senior 
where sex=’Male’; 

 

The query will expand the view definition, and execute: 

select sname 

from Person 

where sex=’Male’  

and birthyear < 1952; 
 

6. Explain what will happen (and why) if you execute the following SQL statement: (3 pts) 

insert into Senior values(’Shirley Davidson’, ’female’, 1935); 

The insertion will be rejected because there is no way to insert a tuple into Person 

via the Senior view, because this view don’t contain the primary key of Person and 

the primary key cannot be null. 
 

7. You want to insert some tuples (rows) into the empty tables Person and Friend, and issue the 

following statements in the order shown. Is it correct? Why or why not? (4 pts) 
insert into Person values (’ang12@gmail.com’, ’Bilal’, ’male’,  ’married’, 1961); 
insert into Friends values (’ang12@gmail.com’, ’chall@gmail.com’); 
insert into Person values (’chall@gmail.com’, ’Ali’, ’male’, ’married’, 1947); 
insert into Person values (’ang12@gmail.com’, ’Khalil’, ’male’, ’married’, 1942); 

First statement: OK 

Second statement: No, the foreign key constraint is violated because 

                               ’chall@gmail.com’ is not already in Person. 

Third statement: OK 

Fourth statement: No, the primary key constraint is violated because 

                              ’ang12@gmail.com’ is already the primary key for Bilal. 
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8. What is the result of the following query, and under what conditions? (3 pts) 
select 2+2 as Num 
from Person; 

The schema of the result relation is (Num). The result is a table of n tuples, each with 

value 4, where n is the number of tuples in Person. Note that if Person is empty then 

so the result is empty table (n=0). 

               Num  

                4 

                4 

                …… 

 

 

Part C (29 points) 

Consider the following schema for an airline database, (underlined attributes are primary keys, 

attributes preceded by # are foreign keys) : 

FLIGHTS (flightID, sourceCity, destinationCity) 

DEPARTURES (#flightID, date, planeType) 

PASSENGERS (pID, pName, pAddress) 

BOOKINGS (#pID, #(flightID, date), seatNumber) 

 

Express the following queries in SQL: 

9. List the number of departures for each plane type. (2 pts) 

SELECT planeType, count(*) “Number of departures” 

FROM Departures 

Group by planeType; 

 
10. List the passengers (pName, pAddress)   that have, at least, two bookings. (3 pts) 

SELECT pName, pAddress 

FROM Passengers P, Bookings B 

Where P.pID = B.pID 

     Group by pID, pName, pAddress 

     Having count(*) >= 2); 

We can use a nested query: 

SELECT pName, pAddress 

FROM Passengers 

Where pID IN (select pID 

                         from Bookings 

                        Group by pID 

                        Having count(*) >= 2); 
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11. List the passengers (pName, pAddress)   that have, at least, two bookings in the same date. 

 (4 pts) 

SELECT pName, pAddress 

 FROM Passengers P, Bookings B1, Bookings B2 

Where P.pID  = B1.pID and B1.pID = B2.pID 

 and B1.date = B2.date 

And B1.flightID <> B2.flightID ; 

Another solution: 

SELECT pName, pAddress 

FROM Passengers 

Where pID IN (select pID 

                         from Bookings 

                        Group by pID, date 

                        Having count(*) >= 2); 
 

12. List the first 3 passengers (pName, pAddress) that have the higher number of bookings. (5 pts) 

SELECT pName, pAddress FROM ( Select pName, pAddress  

                                                      From Passengers P, Bookings B 

                                                      Where P.pID  = B.pID 

                                                      Group by p.pID, pName, pAddress 

                                                      Order by count(*) Desc )  

Where rownum <= 3 ; 
 

13. (5 points) Find the cities that have direct (non-stop) flights to both London and NewYork 

SELECT DISTINCT sourceCity 

FROM Flights 

WHERE destinationCity = “London” 

AND sourceCity IN (SELECT sourceCity 

                                    FROM Flights 

                                    WHERE destinationCity = “NewYork”) 
  

Remark: Could also be done with a self join on Flights, or with INTERSECT, or…, just can’t use a 

simple selction with “AND” in the Where clause --- this would return no tuples 

SELECT DISTINCT sourceCity  FROM Flights  

WHERE destinationCity = “London” 

INTERSECT 

SELECT DISTINCT sourceCity  FROM Flights  

WHERE destinationCity = “NewYork”; 
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14.  (5 points) Find the pID of all passengers who have a seat booked on a plane of type “747” from 

Beirut to London. Do not return any duplicate values. 

SELECT DISTINCT B.pID 

FROM Flights F, Departures D, Bookings B 

WHERE B.flightID = D.flightID 

AND B.date = D.date 

AND F.flightID = D.flightID 

AND F.sourceCity = “Beirut” 

AND F.destinationCity = “London”  

AND D.planeType = “747” 
 

Remark: Since key of Departures is flightID and date, you need both of these to do the 

join and find out what type of plane the passenger is booked on. 
 

15.  (5 points) Find the pName of all passengers who have a seat booked on at least one plane of every 

type. 

SELECT pName 

FROM Passengers P, Departures D, Bookings B 

WHERE B.flightID = D.flightID 

AND B.date = D.date 

AND P.pID = B.pID 

Group by P.pID, P.pName 

Having  COUNT(DISTINCT D.planeType) = 

                                                 (SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT D.planeType)  

                                                  FROM Departures D) 
 

 

 

 

 

Good  luck 
Abdallah El Asmar 


